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Introduction

The voyager 2 magnetic field experiment is identical to that on

Voyager 1 (1) and operated flawlessly throughout the second Jupiter

encounter. This paper presents a brief overview of the results

obtained to date on the Jovian magnetosphere, the bow shock, the

magnetopause, and the extended magnetic tail, which was first

identified and studied in Voyager 1 data (2). Because the radius of

the tail on the dawnside of the magnetosphere is so large (150-200 RJ)

and the post-periapsis trajectory was at a sun-planet spacecraft angle

of 1900 , Voyager 2 was immersed in the tail for approximately 2 weeks.

Two crossings of the near equatorial current sheet (plasma sheet) were

observed in the magnetosphere and its tail almost every 10 hour

rotation period of the planet. Hence, a definitive mapping of the

geometry and character of these enhanced plasma and depressed magnetic

field regions has been possible far into the nightsidr_ tail region.

At periapsis the observed field is 335 nT (nanotesla), 20% less than

the expected 925 nT, and this is due to the immersion of Voyager 2 in

the current sheet.

In addition, evidence is found for an interaction of the

satellite Ganymede with the Jovian magnetosphere, which leads to

disturbances observed forward of this satellite as the Jovian

magnetosphere co-rotates with the planet past the satellite. The

character of these disturbances is complex. 'Their spatial location

suggests that the magnetosphere may be in motion with respect to the

planet at the satellite distance of 15 RJ.

The data presented utilize averages of the basic vector field

measurements (at 16 2/3 Hz) over intervals of 1.92 seconds, 9.6

seconds, 16 minutes and 1 tour. As in the 30 day report on Voyager 1

results, these data and interpretations are preliminary and based on

quick look data tapes and ephemerides.
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Bow Shock and Maqnetopause

Voyager 2 crossed the bow shock of Jupiter inbound at least

eleven times from day 183 (2 July) 1979 at 1621 universal time (UP) to

day 186, 0955 UP. 'This corresponds to a planetocentric distance range

of 98.9 to 66.5 R  (RJ = radius of Jupiter) . Fig. 1 shows the

trajectories of Voyager 1 and 2, as well as Voyager 1's modeled bow

shock and magnetopause boundaries (1). Me first and last inbound bow

shock encounters (filled circles) are shown for Voyager 2, and a

representative set of Voyager 1 inbound bow shock crossings are given.

Voyager 2 crossed the magnetopause three times inbound to Jupiter, the

first occurring on day 185 at 2337 UT and the last on day 186 at 1890

UP, also shown in Fig. 1. The upper two panels of Fig. 2 (B and RMS

vs. time) show identifications of the inbound magnetopause and bow

shock crossings.

In order to obtain an estimate of the average bow shock normal

direction over seven of the eleven crossings, magnetic coplanarity was

used where applicable, and linear field component averaging was

applied for "parallel" shocks (i.e. those for which the shock surface

normal is parallel to the upstream magnetic field). Preliminary

results in heliographic coordinates were:

<a> =	1800 ±	190	and <0 =	300 ±	380,

where a and d are, respectively, the longitude and latitude referenced

to the solar equatorial plane (X =- 180 0 is sunward and a 900

is "northward"). Die to the large variability of the data around most

of the bow shock crossings, reflected in part by the large

uncertainties on <a> and <0, a meaningful comparison with the modeled

hyperbolic bow shock normal (X 
model- 

1600 , d =_ 00) based on the

Voyager 1 crossings is impossible. The second and third magnetopause

crossings were analyzed by determining for each the plane of minimum

variance (3) of the magnetic field through the transition zoneusing

1.92—second averages, The analyses yielded a 2 = 1560 , a 2 = —30 for

the second crossing and a 3 = 1540 , d 3 = 10 for the third. The

magnetopause crossings were classic tangential discontinuities.
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Preliminary analysis of the first magnetopause crossing, which was

unusually broad and turbulent, has not yielded meaningful results.

As of this date (2 August 1979) no outbound tow shock crossings

have yet been identified. Although no unambiguous outbound

magnetopause crossings have been distinguished, the magnetic field

data on days 204 - 206 show characteristics of the magnetosheath.

However, periods of tail-like data were also observed during these and

many following days. As shown in Fig. 2, an obvious change in the

character of the field, on this time scale, had taken place during

days 204 - 206.	Before this period, starting at about the beginning

of day 193 (35 RJ) the field appeared in all respects like a

magnetospheri:.c tail; this region will be discussed below. The data gap

from day 204, 1616 UT to day 205, 0036 UT is due to permanent data

loss during a spacecraft trajectory course maneuver.

Since no clear Voyager 2 outbound magnetopause crossing has yet

been identified, an accurate estimate of an average modeled

magnetopause surface is impossible to derive at this time. However,

since the magnetopause as observed by Voyager 1 was successfully

modeled by an X-axis symmetric parabola in Jupiter's orbital plane, a

similar geometry was used to predict the region there Voyager 2

outbound might be expected to encounter the magnetopause. This curve

depends only on the average position of the Voyager 2 inbound

magnetopause crossings and the average normal to that surface at that

point. From the results of analyzing multiple intervals associated

G

	

	with the second and third crossings, this normal is <0 = 152 , <0

0
0
. Ibis information is sufficient to produce the modeled Voyager 2

magnetopause (MP-V2) shown in Fig. 1, which is analytically

represented by Y = ± 10.1(68.2-X) 1/2 , where X and Y are in units of

RJ. This curve intersects the outbound trajectory on mid-day 208, and

yields a solar wind stagnation point of 68 RJ . The uncertainty in the

estimated average inbound bow shock normal is obviously too large to

carry out a similar procedure for the bow shock.
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a
Magnetosphere Structure

From Fig. 2, it is clear that a principal feature of the magnetic

field observations throughout the encounter is the persistent 10 hour

periodicity in the occurrence of two dips in the field magnitude each

accompanied by an increase in the Pythagorean mean FNS. These events

correspond to traversals of the near equatorial current sheet of the

inner magnetosphere or to traversals or close approaches to the plasma

sheet in the magnetic tail. They are quite similar to the events

shown in Fig. 4 of the Voyager 1 paper (1) .

Inbound and near Jupiter the magnetic field vector is always

directed southward, consistent with the polarity of the main planetary

field. in the tail, beyond 50 RJ , the vector tends to be parallel to

the plasma sheet and the expected position of the magnetopause. The

field depressions are often very significant, amounting to 80% or more

of the ambient field on either side of the event. Multiple traversals

or close approaches to the current or plasma sheet are also often

seen. Away from the current (plasma) sheet, the field tends to slowly

increase to a maximum at a point nearly midway between the adjacent

sheet crossings and the RMS is very small. The direction of the field

is nearly radial with respect to Jupiter close to the planet and

outbound beyond 50 RJ where the characteristic tail geometry becomes

dominant.

As the spacecraft left Jupiter, the character of the field

changed fran roughly dipolar with superimposed depressions near the

sheet crossings to a tail configuration. Fig. 3 presents the 8 day

interval from periapsis to 108 RJ, illustrating the orientation of the

field vector. The nearly step function nature of the two angles a, d

testifies to the clear distinction of the field line source, i.e.

northern (a s 0-20 0) or southern (X s 180-2000) hemisphere. Close to

Jupiter (R < 30 RJ), d is always significantly negative (i.e.

southward) but beyond that point d approaches zero as the tail field

configuration is developed.
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The observations are uniformally described by the above remarks,

with a few specific and, we believe, significant exceptions. Just

after crossing the magnetopause while inbound, and continuing for

approximately 30 hours thereafter, the magnetic field magnitude and

direction fluctuated considerably. The field remained generally

southward directed but with no evidence for a 10 hour periodicity in

either magnitude or direction. 'the general appearance of the data and

the magnitude of the field distinguishes the region clearly from the

magnetosheath; it appears to be a type of boundary layer between the

sheath and the co-rotating magnetosphere. Further examination of this

particular period of data will bene.At by comparisons with data from

other instruments on Voyager 2 and also Voyager 1 and Pioneers 10 and

11 data.

The periapsis distance of Voyager 2 was 10.1 RJ , twice that of

Voyager 1 (4.9 R T) and much more than those of Pioneer 10 and 11 (2.8

and 1.7 RJ ). As a result, it has not been possible to conduct an

analysis of the main planetary field in the same manner used in these

earlier studies, since the observations contain important and

non-uniform contributions from localized sources near the spacecraft.

Fig. 4 illustrates this point, where a comparison of the expected

planetary field is made with the observed field magnitude. The large

depressions which occur near the equator crossings almost merge into a

continuously depressed field whilo the spacecraft was within 16 R  of

the surface of Jupiter. We have chosen to postpone any quantitative

analysis of the main field, due to the large contribution from local

and external sources. The reader may recall that on Voyager 1, the

preliminary report (1) showed that the dipole term was smaller by 5%

than that obtained by Pioneer 11. 'Ibis was interpreted to be due to

the magnetic field of the current sheet; even though the maximum field

for Voyager 1 was 8 times that of Voyager 2, the contributions from

external sources were important. As Fig. 4 shows, the perturbations

in magnitude amount to as much as 30% of the background field, so that

the energy density of the field itself has been reduced by ore-half.

5
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Tail Structure and D ayn mics

As with Voyager 1, the current sheet in the near-planet tail was

found to be a broad feature with relatively shallow depressions in

field magnitude. In these respects it more closely resembles the

dayside current sheet than that of the more distant tail. There the

sheet crossing signature in 1.he magnetic field is generally a very

rapid direction change together with a deep depression in the field

magnitude to near zero. In Fig. 5 the spacecraft locations at the

times of magnetotail sheet crossings are shown. Fig. 5a also includes

curves giving the sheet crossing longitudes as functions of radial

distance according to various theoretical models: the rigid

magnetodisk (5) and two non--rigid models (6,7).

The observed crossings agree with the rigid model near the

planet, as previously observed (1), and then gradually exhibit an

increasing delay with increasing radial distance. An asymmetry is

found between the two types of crossings, however. The north-to-south

tend to follow the K model (6) curve, but the return crossings do not.

The south-to-north sheet crossings most nearly agree with the N model

(7), but that model does not fit the north-to-south crossings. A lack

of symmetry was also observed by Voyager 1, where the south-to-north

longitudes were net too different from those expected for the rigid

model, whereas the north-to-south crossings were closer to the curve

for a disk with spiral distortion.

in Fig. 5b the current sheet crossings are shown in terms of the

solar magnetospheric coordinate ZThe solar magnetospheric (SM)

coordinates form a right-handed, non-rotating, orthogonal system

defined such that XSM is directed from the planet to the sun and ZSM

lies in the plane containing the XSM axis and M, the magnetic dipole

!	moment of the planetary field. Voyager 1 found that within a radial,

!

	

	distance of 25 R., the current sheet crossings occurred nearly

coincident with the spacecraft traversal of the magnetic equatorial

plane, while in the outer portion of the outbound traversal of the

pre-dawn magnetosphere, uhe sheet crossings occurred generally near or

6
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south of the SM equatorial plane (2). Voyager 2 data support this

view in which at increasing planetocentric distances there is a

transition from an equatorial current sheet to a tail current sheet

which is approximately parallel to the SM XY-plane, although somewhat

south of it, as seen in Fig. 5b. Figs. 5a and b both illustrate the

temporal variability of the Jwian magnetotail structure. on four

occasions at R < 140 RJ complete crossings of the current sheet were

not observed, although perturbations of the magnetic field were seen.

Fig. 6 shows hourly average tail field vector components

projected on the SM equatorial plane. The length of the field vectors

was scaled logarithmically as K (1 + log BXY), with representative

values of 1 and 100 nT illustrated. The periodic traversal of the

current sheet behind the dawn-dusk meridian to a distance of s96 R  is

evident in the alternating direction of the vectors in this

projection. 'There may also have been addf.tional traversals at greater

distances. other than the data near the end of the trajectory segment

shown, the few vectors in Fig. 6 which do not have the characteristic

magnetotail orientation represent tours dominated by current sheet

crossings, with changing azimuthal direction and a large, generally

southward Z component. North (south) of the current sheet the field

was directed parallel (antiparallel) to a s 180 in the near-planet

portion of the tail, veering gradually to a o 120 or less at greater

distances.

In summary, Voyager 2 has confirmed that current sheet crossings

in the more distant (X < -25RJ) magnetotail are not symmetrical with
SM

respect to occurrence longitude in contrast to predictions by the

various existing theories. The crossings are reasonably well

understood in terms of a periodic rocking of the tail current sheet
V

about the longitudinal axis of the tail, as Jupiter rotates, in a

fashion similar to that observed in Earth's magnetotail. Temporal

variations are sanetimes seen which perturb the normally steady

r
magnitude and direction of the tail field and alter the location as

well as other characteristics of the current sheet for periods of

hours. Whether these disturbances are due to external (solar wind)

1€



variations or to internal dynamical processes is not yet known but may

be clarified through careful correlation of simultaneous observations

(with appropriate time delay) by Voyager 1 and 2.
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Disturbances near Ganymede

""	1 Voyager 2 flew by Ganymede at a distance of 62,000 km from the

' satellite center, as sh-wn in Fig. 7.	We will consider the

ti interaction between Gan wade and the Jovian magnetosphere to be

expected on the basis of MHD theory, assuming that Ganymede, like our

moon, has no magnetic field, no atmosphere, and very low electrical

conductivity of its upper layers.	Using an electron density of 1.5

an 3 , the theoretical eorotational speed of 177 km/s, a magnetic field

magnitude of 120 nT and a heavy ion mix typical of Voyager-1 torus
.&dpp^

observations, we obtain an Alfven Mach number of MA = 0.26, i.e., MA

<< 1,	Breakdown of corotation (8) and an appreciable contribution of

protons would strengthen this conclusion.	Assuming further that MS 

>7 MA2 , where MS is the sonic Mach number, we expect that there will

be no bow shock, since MA 
< 1'

Flux-tubes moving with their initial flow speed will be emptied

of sane of their plasma Aiile passim Ganymede, but they will not be

deflected appreciably.	ane void will generate a rarefaction wave with

plasma filling in from above arsi below.	As the flux-tube moves,

rarefaction wave fronts propagate in both directions along B at the

sound speed.	The rarefaction region will not extend perpendicular to

B, uecause of the dominance of magnetic field pressure.	nus it has

the shape of a "delta-wing" of thickness 2R J3 (where RJ	is the radius

of Ganymede) and an opening angle of 20S = 2 tan-1 (Ms Q) .	The

resulting pressure imbalance will cause a slight inward bending of

field lines towards the rarefaction region leading to a small, broad

depression in B outside the wing and m small increase in 5 inside.

The bending produces Alfven waves in a "delta-wing" shaped region with

an opening angle 2e 	= 2 tan-1 (M,,-'), which is larger than 2e s .	We

expect the Alfvenic perturbations to be concentrated towards the front

edge of the wing.	Deviations from this simple MHD picture are

i	- expected due to finite gyro-radius effects, (especially at the

boundary of the rarefaction region), and due to non-stationary

processes.	Last but not least, an internal magnetic field (9), a

fi

tenuous atmosphere consistent with Voyager 1 UV observations (10) or

9
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higher electrical conductivities would cha..ge this picture.

Let us now consider the magnetic field observations made near

Ganymede. Unusual fluctuations in the 9.6 sec averages of the

magnitude of B and larg^l R4S variations over 9.6 sec average

intervals were observed between 
s 

0350 and 1200 Ur on day 190 (July

9). The position of the spacecraft during this interval is indicated

by the dashed lines in Fig. 7. The disturbed region extended from

approximately 61 to -56R^3 along Y, 12.5 to 39	alongalong X. and -9 to

-27R 
J3 

along Z. The nature of the disturbances in the magnetic field

intensity is illustrated in Fig. 8.	The following characteristics of

the disturbances are particularly significant: l) the size of a

perturbation, AB, is 
s 

Sy in a background field of 60y to 160y; 2) the

duration is typically of the order of a minute; 3) an exceptionally

large negative perturbation (AB < 0) is usually preceded or fol;,owed

by a large positive perturbation; 4) large positive and negative

perturbations may occur in nearly symnetrical pairs (Fig. 8a, b) in

which the negative perturbations are on bie outside and the positive

perturbations are on the inside. Another characteristic of the

disturbances in B, not illustrated in Fig. 8, is that the

perturbations AB = B -<B> are primarily along <B>. These small

longitudinal perturbations are unlike the large transverse field

perturbations observed near Ganymede's L-shell at rather large

distances from Ganymede by Pioneer 11 (11).

Comparing the magnetic field observations with the plasma fluxes

observed by the PLS instrument (J. Belcher and H. Bridge, private

communication), we found that most e F the large perturbations in B

occur at a boundary where the plasma :lux changes abruptly. The

negative perturbation is always on the higher flux side of the

boundary. When pairs of perturbations are observed, as in Fig. 8a,b,

there is a lower flux region between them. The magnitude and sign of

the perturbations in B are similar to those which one expects to

observe due to magnetization and perpendicular gradient drifts at the

edge of a lo" cavity. We cannot, however, exclude the possibility

that the field perturbations might also be due to other causes such as

10
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waves generated by instabilities in a sheath.

There are at least three conceivable sources of the perturbations

discussed above: Ganymede and its wake; the Jovian current sheet; and

a temporal magnetospheric disturbance (e.g., a substorm). The

possibility that Ganymede is the source of the perturbations is

suggested by their proximity to it and by the fact that they are

observe] at nearly equal distances toward and away from Jupiter

relative to Ganymede. They are not associated with just the orbit of

Ganymede, since the fluctuations were not observed by Voyager 2 when

it passed near the orbit as it was outbound from Jupiter on da y 191.

The Jovian current sheet was observed by Voyager 2 at s
 0330, 

s
 X000,

and 
s
 1315 UT on day 190 (July 9). Fluctuations observed during hour

10 might be related to the current sheet, but most of the fluctuations

discussed above were observed away from the center of the current

sheet. conversely. no disturbances were seen near the current sheet

at s
 1315 UT. These results suggest that the current sheet was not

the primary cause of the fluctuations observed near. Ganymede. The

possib; .,?`y that the disturbances are due to a transient

magnotospheric event cannot be excluded. However, it implies that the

event began just as the spacecraft was at Y = —56 RJ3 and ended when

the spacecraft was at Y = 61 
RJ3, 

which seems unlikely. Furthermore,

substorm-related perturbations in B are likely to be transverse to B

due to field aligned currents (11), wHereas we have observed

perturbations that are nearly along B.

If the disturbances are to be attributed to Ganymede, then one

must explain how they are generated and why they are seen at

relatively large distances from Ganymede. Since the magnetic

perturbations have the form that one expects to be associated with a

current in a sheath surrounding a cavity, they can be produced by

creating low density regions, which is what happens when the

magnetosphere rotates past Ganymede as explained above. The

observation of perturbations associated with low flux regions as far

as Y = i 60 RJ3 can be explained by strong deviations from

corotational plasma flow, both in magnitude and direction. We may,



for example, postulate long-wavelength Alfven waves propagating along

Jupiter's magnetic field with an amplitude of ± 2 RJ. In order to

explain the tens of large disturba.^ces that were observes; in an 8-hr

period, one requires Alfven waves with periods of the order of 30

minutes. For an Alfven speed of the order of 1000 km/s, this implies

wavelerg the of the order of 25 RJ . Such waves may be due t; resonant

oscillations in the Jovian magnetosphere at the position of Ganwede,

analogous to those which are assuned to be related to Pc oscillations

at Earth. The existence of Alfven waves implies the existence of

small fluctuations in the direction of B with a period of the order of

30 min. The waves Could have a radial component of velocity directed

alternately inward and outward with a speed of the order of I6BIVA/Bo

s 100 km/s. Finally, the motions produced by such waves would also

tend to produce a relatively broad region in which energetic particles

are swept out by GanWede. Thus, the hypothesis that Alfven waves

might be present and cause a disturbance produced by Gan Wede to

extend to

y = 60 
RJ3 

can be tested in future studies with the particle and

field data. An alternate source of bulk plasma motions may be

provided by interchange instabilities associated with the outward

transport of plasma.
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Figure Captions

1) Voyager 1 (dashed) and Voyager 2 (solid) Jupiter encounter

trajectories in planetocentric orbital coordinates (X-Y plane is the
orbital plane, + X toward the sun, and + Z northward) The day of the
year is labeled on the trajectories. Voyager 2 remained within 15 RJ

of Jupiter's orbital plane over the interval shown. The modeled bow

shock (hyperbola) and magnetopause (parabola) curves are based on

average Voyager 1 and 2 crossings.

2) Magnetic field magnitude (B) and Pythagorean mean RMS deviatio: r'
minute avoragiM intervals) for -8/+ 16 days around closest approach
(CA) to Jupiter which occurred at 2230 UT on day 190 T 9 July 1979.

Inbound bow shock (BS) and magnetopause (MP) crossing times are

denoted, as are plot scale changes. (R J) refers to Voyager 2's

planetocentric distance at the beginning of each even number day.

3) The direction of the magnetic field in heliographic coordinates, g

(longitude) and w (latitude) (16 minute average intervals) for the

period day 1.91 to mid-day 198; see text for definition of coordinates.

Measurements made during the few times that the spacecraft was rolling
have not been deleted.

4) Comparison of magnitude of theobserved magnetic field (48 second

averaging intervals) with that of the GSFC 0 4 Jupiter planetary

magnetic field model (4) for 38 hours around closest approach (CA) to

Jupiter.

5a). Location in Jovicentric distance and system III longitude of

current sheet crossings and perturbed field regions in the magnetotail
out to a radial distance of 150 RJ . Dashed curves indicate crossing

longitudes as funat-ions of radial distance predicted by the rigid

rotating disk model (R) as well as the models of Kivelson et al.(K)

and Northrop et al. (N) .

5b). Location of sheet crossings in terms of the solar magnetospheric

(SM) Z-coordinate (see text 1) of Voyager 2 during the magnetotail
passage. in cases of multiple traversals, as shown in (a), only the

final complete traversal of the saries is shown for clarity. Those
;c

	

	segments of the X vs. R position curve that indicate location south

of the current sheet are shown, while the dashed lines indicate the
full extent of the oscillations of the spacecraft location in this

-'	coordinate system.

6. Projection of hourly average magnetic field components on the

solar magnetospheric XY-plane along the Voyager 2 outbound trajectory.

Only the field vectors corresponding to even fw urs have been plotted.

The transition from a generally steady and uniform orientation

throughout the tail to the intermittent observation of disordered
magnetosheath field near the end of the data shown is clearly seen.
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7) Trajectory of Voyager 2 in the neighborhood of Ganymede (J3),

showing the location of the region in which the magnetic field was
disturbed. The Y-axis points toward Jupiter, the X-axis points in the
corotation direction, and the Z-axis forms a right-handed satellite

centered coordinate system. Distances are measured in units of

Ganymede radii (RJ3 = 2635 km).

8) Examples of perturbations in the 9.6 sec. averages of the magnetic

field intensity, B, observed near GanWede. AS is the change in

intensity measured with respect to a 4-minute running average of B,
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